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Do you have electric, cable, Internet
or security questions
that can't seem to be answered?
Well now you can simply...

Tune in the last Wednesday of each
month on MRS channel 15 at 12pm.
Submit your queations through our
Facebook/TwItter page or email us
at bhouston@murray-ky.net
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Calloway chapter of
American Red Cross
calling for volunteers
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A special meeting of the Murray State
University Board of Regents Presidential
Search Committee is scheduled for 8:30 this
morning.
The main agenda item listed a receipt of
recommendations from staff for the committee to determine which search firms should
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Monday: Mostly cloudy with
a 50 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms. A high
near 88. South southwest
wind 6 to 9 mph.
Monday Night: A chance of
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Regents committee meets today in special session

Many volunteer opportunities are currently available through
the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross, but
none so important than the need for disaster action teams.
Matt Hamblen, executive director of the Calloway County
Chapter, described action teams as responders to single-family
house fires who stay on-call for a month at a time.
Carrying phones and remaining in contact with local dispatch
officials, Hamblen said the teams take care of immediate needs
for food,clothing and shelter, as families are generally displaced
when blazes destroy homes.
With more teams,Hamblen said the time to be on-call could be
reduced to every other week, but as of now only a few teams
with proper training and completed background checks are at the
chapter's disposal.
Other areas are lacking assistance, Hamblen said, including
client casework, disaster mental health services, disaster health
services, mass care provisions,external relations,disaster assessment, logistics and staff services.
"We need people willing to go and respond to
national disasters," Hamblen said. "We have
people asking us all the time if they can go with
us, and it's just not that easy. Those with
deploying interests must have training, and following training they can pick and choose what
they are best at and be deployed in that capacity for two weeks."
Recently returning from a string of deployover the last year — including West
Hamblen
Liberty tornado damage,the wake of Hurricane
Sandy in New York,the floods in Chicago, Ill, and tornadoes in
central Oklahoma — both Mike and Marie Lyons serve as volunteers for the Calloway County Chapter and echoed Hamblen's
call for help.
"People can choose what they want to do." both Mike and
Marie Lyons said."People can also choose to help as little as one
hour a month or as many hours as they want.
"We just know we need help."
With Mike and Marie Lyons so heavily deployed over the last
few months, both said the disaster team units have been strained,
as they themselves help with single-family house fires when
available.
Marie Lyons, who serves as a disaster education coordinator,
said the next few months will be spent expanding education on
fire safety and prevention in Calloway County.
In conjunction with the Calloway County Fire Rescue, local
American Red Cross officials will be passing out smoke detectors and pamphlets to emphasize family safety and potentially
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showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 73. Southwest wind
around 7 mph.
Tuesday: Partly sunny with
a chance of showers and thunderstorms. A high near 89.
Southwest wind 6 to 8 mph.
Tuesday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 73. South southwest
wind 3 to 7 mph.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
with a chance of showers and
thunderstorms. A high near 89.
West southwest wind 3 to 6
mph.
Wednesday
Night: A
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with
a low around 71.
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be invited to campus as a result of responses
received to the university's request for proposals.
The board will be meeting via Web
Conferencing with the primary meeting location
being
the
Dick
Anderson
Telecommuncations Systems Management
Learning Center. located in Room 453 of the
Arthur J. Baurenfeind College of Business on

the MSU campus.
The search was made necessarj when th
Board of Regents voted on two occasions not
to renew the contract of former MSU
President Dr. Randy Dunn. Dunn has since
taken the president's position at Youngstown
State University in Youngstown,Ohio.
Dr. Tim Miller has assumed the MSU presidential position on an interim basis.

Smotherman farm
isn't getting ready
to host gathering
to discuss a drought
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Last year seems way back in
the past for Richard and Sharlisa
Smotherman.
A year ago this week, in fact,
they were preparing to host a
regional gathering, featuring an
official with the United States
Department of Agriculture who
was coming to Calloway County
to see the impact the Drought of
2012 was having on area crops.
Among the pieces of evidence
displayed that evening in a storage
building
on
the
Smothermans' property were
ears of corn, no longer than six
inches.
•
Now,nearly 365 days later, the
scene is a sharp contrast to when
Karis Gutter, deputy under secretary for Farm and Foreign
Agricultural Services for the
United States Department of
Agriculture, came to Lynn
Grove. Healthy corn stalks
reaching as high as nine, even
10 feet, and soybeans, lush and
green, not yellowed and wilting,
are the norm throughout the
at
county,
including
Smotherman Family Farms.
"It's 180 degrees different,"
Richard Smotherman said
Sunday at a time where the

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Nearly a year after his family hosted a visit from USDA Under Secretary Karis Gutter concernp
ing the effects of a 30-year drought, Richard Smotherman is able to display healthy rows of
corn, not paltry ears of six inches or so as were displayed during Gutter's visit (inset).
crop-reporting agency is saying
that 85 percent of Kentucky's
corn crop is rated good or excellent with 84 percent of the
statewide soybean crop also
classified as good or excellent as
well; both corn and beans were
at 20 percent this time last year.
"Our corn and beans are doing
great this year. By early July of
last year, you could actually
smell the corn burning. and that
was when we were having temperatures some days in the 110s.
This year, I'd say we've already
had 10 to 15 inches more rain

Ledger & Times photo
United States Department of Agriculture Under Secretary
Karis Gutter (right) listens to a question during last year's
gathering in Lynn Grove.

RR crossing
repair work
may start
this week
It may very well be that
Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins' quest
to have a railroad crossing
repaired south of Murray is
about to reach the end of its
line.
Sunday evening. Elkins confirmed that he received an
email last week from an official
Kentucky/West
the
with
Tennessee Railway Inc., saying
that repairs are now scheduled
for this week. No exact time
was given, but Elkins clearly
was receiving the news in a
positive light. ,

JOHN WRIGHT 'Ledger & Times
DISAPPEARING QUICKLY: More than half of the demolition project of Ordway Hall on
the Murray State University campus is complete. The project began in earnest Wednesday;
this is how the site appeared Saturday, a non-work day. That work is scheduled to resume
today.
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CPS -3 rally
set for July 31
in Murray
Ledger & Times photo

Mike and Marie Lyons have participated in several deployments in the past year for the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross

III Red Cross...
From Front
help save lives from dangerous
house fires.
To further help facilitate and
streamline the volunteering
process, the American Red
Cross announced on July 18 the
launching of the Team Red
Cross App," which will serve as
a digital service allowing people
to sign up to help and receive
overviews on basic tasks and
receive notifications about disaster volunteer opportunities
within their community.
"When people see an emergency happening in their community, they often want to help
but may not know how,'
Hamblen said. "The 'Team Red

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Cross App' provides an easy and
quick way for people to sign up
to help the Red Cross and support their community."
Designed for iPhone and
Android smart phones and
tablets, it can be downloaded at
the Apple App Store or the
Google Play Store by searching
for "American Red Cross- or by
going
to
redcross.org/mobileapps.
For more local information,
contact the Calloway County
Chapter at 753-1421. stop by
the office on the second floor of
the Weaks Center located at 607
Poplar St. Suite I, email callowayredcross@gmail.com or
visit www.redcross.org/murray.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway County Emergency Medical Service
Board of Trustees will meet Wednesday during the monthly
meeting of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of
Trustees. Agenda items include a semi-annual update from
Marty Barnett, director of the MCCH Ambulance Service.
• The Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare Board of
Trustees will meet Wednesday during the monthly meeting of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of Trustees.
Agenda items will include a report on Endowment activities
from MCCH Vice President of Institutional Development Keith
Travis, along with a report on financial status from Travis and
Kenny Darnell, treasurer.

JUST A MAN AND HIS BUCKET: T.W. Franklin of Murray State University Facilities
Management reaches to retrieve a bulb from one of the light towers about 50 feet above the
MSU intramural fields Saturday afternoon. Williams utilized the bucket of an MSU utility truck
in being able to reach the bulbs that were being repaired ahead of the time students begin
returning to campus for the 2013 fall semester.

III One year later ...
From Front
than we had all of last year total."
It is a turnaround Fred Nesler of Fancy Farm is
glad to see. A long-time 2nd District state representative, Nesler had joined Kentucky Agriculture
Commissioner James Corner's staff just a few
months before he joined the throng to hear Ginter
give his thoughts on the situation at the
Smotherman farm,filling in for Comer who was
unable to attend the event.
"Last year was just terrible. The dry weather
was just such a problem," Nesler said,remembering how much of western Kentucky did not
receive but about four inches of rain total from
April through July of last year. "We've got some
dry spots here and there (particularly in Ballard
County), so we're hoping that those places can
benefit from these rains that are forecast over the
next several days.
"For the most part, though, the corn I'm seeing
is just beautiful. We've got no 'nubbins' like we
were seeing (at Lynn Grove during Gutter's
visit)."
By this time last year, Dr. Tony Brannon, dean
of Murray State University's Hutson School of
Agriculture, was talking about how crops in western Kentucky had already fallen into "insurance

stage."
He said Thursday that insurance was critical for
helping farmers recover from their losses last
year. with most fields only registering worthy
yields from no higher than 25 to 30 percent of
their crops.
"I always say that we're 10 days away from a
drought around here." Brannon said, "but right
now we're looking pretty good. If we could have
one or two more really good rains(with wide coverage), we might be able to make to harvest OK.
We still have a long way to go, though. We're in
kind of a critical period right now here in late
July.
"As a matter of fact, because it was so wet
around here during planting time, we had a lot of
late planting going on. where if we'd had a dry
stretch right after that, it would've been as bad, if
not worse than last year."
Smotherman said one way to tell how much different things are is his water irrigation system. In
fact, the evening Gutter was at his establishment,
Smotherman had at least two water cannons operating at full power in his fields.
"I'd say by this time last year, I'd run that system six times," he said. "This year, I have yet to
even put them to use."

Special to the Ledger
County
Murray -Callow ay
Hospital and the American
Cancer Society are teaming up
to bring the national Cancer
Prevention Study-3 (CPS-3) to
the West KY and West TN
region on Sept. 19-21. This cancer study will help researchers
better understand the lifestyle.
environmental, and genetic factors that cause or prevent cancer.
On Wednesday. July 31 a
Kickoff Rally will be held at 11
.am in the North Tower Lobby of
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital. Community members
and business representatives are
encouraged to attend and find
out more about how to participate in the study. A goal of 300
participants has been set for this
study.
Eligible participants can go
online to www.cps3murrayhospitalorg to schedule and secure
a date and time to enroll. At that
time, the participant must complete a comprehensive health
history survey. Then at their
scheduled appointment, the
will fill out a quality control
information form, have their
waist measured and have a
small blood sample drawn by a
phlebotomist.
The study is open to anyone
who is willing to make a longterm commitment to the study.
between 30 and 65 years and
has never been diagnosed with
cancer (not including basal or
squamous cell skin cancer).
For more information, contact
Ross,
Melissa
Health
Promotions Coordinator at
270.762.1832 or to enroll in the
Cancer Prevention Study, go
online to www.cps3murrayhospital.org.
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Vehicles pass over the tracks of a rough railroad crossing on
Ky. 121 South just south of the Murray city limits, as well as a
bridge that crosses Clarks River. The railway company in
charge of the crossing says repairs should begin soon.
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II RR crossing ...
Calloway County. This upgrade
will include replacement of rail,
"I am encouraged, very much ties, and crossing surface.
so." Elkins said, having Signal upgrades were not part of
returned from a joint conference the agreement, but some
of judges-executive and magis- upgrades and repairs are being
trates
from
throughout contributed by KWT as part of
Kentucky
last
week
in the annual capital program."
Louisville. He was notified of Watson said in the email.
the email before he and several
"I haven't received anything
of the Calloway County magis- about detours or when they will
trates left for that conference.
be needed, but I figure I'll prob"I'm not going to be com- ably know more about this in
pletely happy until I'm actually the morning when I return to the
seeing work being done, of office," Elkins said.
course, but this is as close as
Elkins has sought to have the
we've been. A lot of people are crossing, just south of the
going to be tickled about not Murray city limit on Ky. 121
having to bounce over that thing South, repaired for the last four
anymore."
to five years, but has really gone
In the email, Jeff Watson, vice on the offensive in the past sevpresident, Engineering for eral months. He said he receives
Genesee & Wyoming — several phone calls from drivers
Southern Division, who over- complaining about how rough
sees Kentucky/West Tennessee, the crossing is on their vehicles.
told Elkins that work on the
The crossing is situated just
crossing is to begin the week of south of a bridge that carries
July 22. Watson also tells Elkins traffic across Clarks River.
that the work will require the
Elkins received the first sign
road to be closed for 48 hours.
that action may be coming in
"The closure and detour route late June when he received a letare being coordinated by local ter from
the
Kentucky
KWT management and local Transportation Cabinet secreauthorities in Murray, Ky., and tary's office.

From Front
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GIVING TO THE CAUSE: On a recent trip to the National Corvette Museum in Bowling
Green. Jan and Kay Dalton of Murray purchased an acre of land for the NCM Motorsports
Park to be built as soon as funding is secured. The Daltons made this $15,000 donation in
the name of Purchase Area Corvettes of Kentucky (also known as the Glass Pack). Shown
are (from left) Keith Lyles, Glass Pack club ambassador to the museum, Jerry Hiland, president of the Glass Pack and Kay and Jan Dalton.
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LEGION OFFICERS SELECTED: Pictured are the American Legion Officers for 2014
shown taking the oath of office for fiscal year 2014. Front Row (L — R): Cecil Cowsert,
Commander; Oakley Swart, Adjutant; Jesse West, Historian. Back Row (L — R): Mark
Kennedy, Finance Officer: Jim Clemons, Executive Dommittee; Ron Melone, Chaplain; Bob
Bell, Sergeant-at-Arms; Bill Cowan, Vice-Commander; Mike Nutter. Executive Committee; and
Duane Brown, Executive Committee.

Fan gives Matthews lift after bike breakdown
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HERSHEY. Pa.(AP) — A fan on her way to a
Dave Matthews concert in Pennsylvania pulled
over to help a stranded bicyclist who turned out to
be none other than the singer himself.
Emily Kraus and her boyfriend pulled over
recently to give a ride to a man whose bike had
apparently broken down, she told WHP-TV in
Harrisburg. They realized it was Matthews, who
didn't have a cellphone on him to call for help.
They helped him stow his bicycle on their bike
rack and he got in their car for the rest of the ride.
"We didn't know how to make conversation w ith
him, in fact, so we were talking about his tour and
%%here he had come from," Kraus said. "He had

just been in Cincinnati and he said. 'I'm taking a
short break after this one because I have to drop
my daughters off at camp.' ... He was just a very
humble guy."
He invited them to dinner, took them backstage
and got them front-row seats. Kraus said she woke
up the next morning still amazed at what had happened.
"I rolled over and I said.'OK, yeah that really
happened yesterday.'" she said with a laugh.
recalling that Matthews autographed their concert
tickets and thanked them for the ride. "It was surreal. We couldn't believe it."

Scrapbooks give peek inside Hemmingway's early life
BRIDGET MURPHY
Associated Press
BOSTON (API — Long before Ernest
Hemingway first wrote a story. his mother was
busy writing about him.
Grace Hall Hemingway started a series of scrapbooks documenting the childhood of the future
Nobel and Pulitzer Prize winner by describing
how the sun shone and robins sang on the day in
July 1)(99 when he was born.
Starting Sunday, the John F. Kennedy
Presidential Library and Museum in Boston will
make the content of five Hemingway scrapbooks
available Online for the first time. giving fans and

scholars the chance to follow the life of one of the
20th century's literary greats from diapers to high
school degree.
Hemingway Collection curator Susan Wrynn
said much of the content hasn't been made available to the public before and only a few
researchers have seen it in its entirety. The fragile
leather-bound volumes have been kept in a dark
vault for about four decades to keep them from
falling apart.
The release of these records from the archive,
home to 90 percent of existing Hemingway manuscript materials, will come on what would have
been the scribe's 114th birthday

ARLINGTON.Texas(API —
A German roller coaster maker
is sending officials to a North
Texas amusement park to
inspect a ride after a woman foll
to her death.
Tobias Lindnar,a project manager for Gerstlauer Amusement
Rides
in
Munsterhausen,
Germany, told The Dallas
Morning News that the company will investigate what led to
Friday's fatal accident at Six
Flags Over Texas in Arlington.
Witnesses said the woman
expressed concern about the
Texas Giant roller coaster's safety bar not completely engaging
as the ride was starting. The
coaster is touted as the tallest
steel-hybrid roller coaster in the
world.
"I'm sure there's no safety bar
that is broken." Lindnar told the
newspaper by phone Saturday
night from Germany.
Lindnar said Gerstlauer has
never had problems with car
safety bars on any of the roughly 50 roller coasters it's built
around the world over the past
30 years.
"We will be on site and we
will see what has happened," he
said.
Park spokeswoman Sharon
Parker confirmed in a statement
Saturday that the victim died
while riding the 14-story Texas
Giant, but wouldn't give
specifics about what happened.
Arlington
Sgt.
Police
Christopher Cook told The
Asspciated Press on Saturday
that police believe the woman
fell from the ride and that there
appeared to have been no foul
play.
Arlington police have referred
information about the woman's
identity to the medical examiner's office in Tarrant County.
which hadn't disclosed her name
as of Sunday night and didn't
respond to phone messages left
by the AP.
Lindnar wouldn't address the
hydraulic bar's operation or
whether park employees should
be able to determine if a person's body is too close to the
front of the train car to prevent
the bar from being effective.
"At this time I don't want to
speak about the technicals." he
said. "It's not so easy. It's some
special equipment."
But he said once the ride
began. there was no chance of
opening the safety bar.

(AP Photo/Tony Dejek)
Investigators take out a black trash bag from a dumpster
Sunday near where three bodies were recently found in East
Cleveland, Ohio. Searchers rummaging through vacant
houses in a neighborhood where three female bodies were
found wrapped in plastic bags should be prepared to find one
or two more victims, a police chief said Sunday.

Foul odor leads police
to grisly find in Ohio
By ANDREW WELSH-HUGGINS
and THOMAS J. SHEERAN
Associated Press
EAST CLEVELAND,Ohio(API — Authorities responding to a
report of a foul odor from a home ultimately discovered three bodies and arrested a registered sex offender who sent police and volunteers through a poor Ohio neighborhood in a search for more victims Sunday. officials said.
East Cleveland Police Chief Ralph Spotts had cautioned searchers
to be prepared to find one or two more victims. But after a daylong
search that included 40 abandoned houses and other areas, no more
bodies were found.
Spotts identified the suspect as 35-year-old Michael Madison. He
said Madison is expected to be formally charged Monday. but did
not elaborate.
Mayor Gary Norton said the suspect has indicated he might have
been influenced by Cleveland serial killer Anthony Sowell. who
was convicted in 2011 of murdering I I women and sentenced to
death.
It's the latest in a series of high-profile cases involving the disappearance of women from the Cleveland area.
The odor led to the discovery Friday of one body in a garage. Two
others were found Saturday — one in a, backyard and the other in
the basement of a vacant house. The bodies of the three women,all
wrapped in plastic bags, were found about 100 to 2f)0 yards apart.
and authorities believed the victims were killed in the last six to 10
days.

Searchers rummaging through vacant houses in the same neighborhood Sunday were warned by Spotts to brace themselves for the
smell of rotting bodies and to look out for trash bags that might
conceal a body.
Spoils indicated later Sunday that the suspect's comments haven't
provided clarity on whether more btidies- might be found.
"He really hasn't stated that there's any more, but he hasn't said
anything that would make us think that there's not," Sprats said. ,
„
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Speaker: Mike Tanero
Sunday School - 9 a.m.
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Sunday — Wednesday Evening Worship 7 p.m.
For more information call (270) 328-8247

COMPLIMENTARY INSURANCE
BENEFIT CONSULTATION
Are you a retired federal employee?
Do you have an Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield card with
Enrollment Code 104,105,111 or 112?
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may be eligible for an increased hearing aid benefit in 2013 that
would cover ALL or up to 50% of the cost of your hearing aids.
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Please call today to schedule your
Comilimentary Insurance Benefit Consultation!
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STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th Street
Murray,KY
210-153-8055
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Jim Shelton

Obituaries
David W. Denton
David W. Denton,48,of Venice,Fla.,died Tuesday.July 16,2013.
He was a student at Murray State University in the mid-I980s,
He worked for Gulf Coast Carpet for the past 13 years.
He is survived by his mother, Shirley Lynch; brother, Paul
Denton; and sisters, Patricia Robinson and Sheilz Lamb.
National Cremation & Burial Society is in charge of arrangements.

Harry Williams
Harry Williams 68, of Murray. Ky., died Saturday. July 20.2013
at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time: J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge.

Scott Bradley Uncoln
Scott Bradley Lincoln,55.of Murray, Ky.,died Saturday. July 20,
2013 at his home.
Lincoln was born March 22,1958 in Vaccaville.
Ca., he was a truck driver, paver, and heavy equipment operator. He was also of the Baptist faith.
He was preceded in death by one brother, John
Lincoln.
Survivors include his wife. Samantha Jean
Lincoln of Murray. father, Freeman Judson
Lincoln. of Murray. mother. Rose Marie Marsh
Lincoln of Murray, daughter, Destinie Rose
Lincoln Lincoln of Murray. three step sons, David T. and
Alex R. Butler both of Knoxville.Tn.,and Kyle M.
Butrer of Murray.sister. Victoria Howell of Livermore,Ca.,and one
brother. Markus Lincoln of Vaccaville, Ca.
No public services will be held. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Jim Shelton, 62, of Benton. Ky., died Saturday, July 20,2013 at
Erlanger Hospital in Chattanooga. Tenn.
He was employed by the Marshall County Board of Education as
a teacher and coach at Marshall County High School in Draffenville
and was a member of Benton First United Methodist Church.
He was preceded in death by his parents, James Scott Shelton and
Rosemary (Wade) Shelton.
He is survived by his wife, Patty Shelton, of Benton; daughter,
Nancy Mitchell of Chattanooga, Tenn.; son, Scott Samuel Shelton
of Calvert City, who played football during his time as a student at
Murray State University; sister, Judy Cope of Mayfield; brother.
Mike Shelton, of Benton and four grandchildren.
A memorial service is scheduled for II a.m. Tuesday, July 23,
2013 at Benton First United Methodist Church with Rev. David
Atkinson Officiating. •
The family will receive friends from 4-7 p.m. Monday. July 22.
2013 at Collier Funeral Home.
In lieu of flowers, the family asks that memorial contributions be
made to Benton First United Methodist Church,841 U.S. Hwy.641,
Benton, KY 42025 or to a charity of choice.
Collier Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
The number of times published or the length of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy.Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.

Pentagon chief can't offer
hope for reduced furloughs

LAFtA LAKES
AP National Security Writer
JOINT BASE CHARLESTON,S.C.(AP)- The audience gasped
in surprise and gave a few low whistles as Defense Secretary Chuck
Hagel delivered the news that furloughs, which have forced a 20
Benson David 'Bud' amide
Benson David "Bud- Blackie. formerly of Fairdealing. Ky., died percent pay cut on most of the military's civilian workforce. probaFriday, July I 2,-2013. at Emeritus at Murray.
bly will continue next year, and it might get worse.
Bud was born Sept. 19.1918.in Cleveland.Ohio.to the late David
"Those are the facts of life," Hagel told about 300 Defense
C. and Marie Wolf Blackie.
Department employees, most of them middle-aged civilians, last
Bud Blackie graduated from Ohio State week at an Air Force reception hall on a military base in Charleston.
University in 1950 after serving his country as a
Future layoffs also are possible for the departments civilian workSergeant Technician in World War II. He was force of more than 800,000 employees, Nagel said, if Congress fails
sussississ
employed by the U.S. Geophysical Corporation as a to stem the cuts in the next budget year, which starts Oct. I.
geophysicist. traveling throughout the Western United States.
On the heels of the department's first furlough day, and in three
Argentina, Bolivia. Chile.Spain. Egypt and Australia. After moving days of visits with members of the Army. Navy, Air Force and
to Kentucky Lake in Marshall County, Ky., with plans to retire, he Marine Corps, Nagel played the unenviable role of messenger to
a
was called by the United Nations to continue his work in Chile. He frustrated and fearful workforce coping with the inevitability
of a
retired in 1982. Mr. Blackie was a member of the Murray First spending squeeze at the end of more than
a decade of constant and
United Methodist Church.
costly war.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by one brothThe fiscal crunch also lays bare the politically unpopular, if perer. William Blackie; one sister. Jean Blackie; and wife, Novalee
haps necessary. need to bring runaway military costs in line with
Roberts-Blackie.
most of the rest of the American public that has struggled economiMr. Blackie is survived by close friend. Sarah Starks, of Aurora.
cally for years.
and several nieces and nephews.
"Everybody's bracing for the impact," Army Master Sgt. Trey
In accordance with his wishes, there was no funeral service.
Corrales said after Hagel spoke with soldiers during a quick stop at
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home & Crematory was in charge of
Fort Bragg. N.C.
arrangements.
Con-ales' wife, a 'military civilian employee, is among those furExpressions of sympathy may be made to the MSU Foundation
loughed,
and they have cancelled their cable TV and started carpoolfor the Benson D. and Novalee Roberts Blackie Study Abroad
Scholarship and sent to the Office of Development. 200 Heritage ing to work to save money.
"The effects of the economy have started to hit the military,"
Hall. Murray. KY 42071.
Con-ales
said. "It was late in coming to us."
TN.% is (I paid obituan.
The furloughs have hit about 650.000 civilian employees but also
have slowed health care and other services for the uniformed military, which has stopped some training missions and faces equipment
shortages due to the budget shortfalls. Troops were told this month
they will no longer receive extra pay for deployments to 18 former
global hot spots no longer considered danger zones.
Troops already are facing force reductions, and the Army alone
has announced plans to trim its ranks by 80,000 over the next five
years.
•k

Man fires two shots into floor
of Missouri church Sunday

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jaws Ind. Avg. ---..15.543.13•541
97.01 + 0.13
Air Products
Apple
424.91 .6.78
35.81 + 0.07
AT&T. Inc.
BB&T
.35.10+ 0.03
14.75 • 0.01
Bank of 1merica
Briggs & Stratton
21.69 • 0.15
Bristol %hers Squibb 44.19 + 0.24
Caterpillar
0.07
Chevron Texaco Corp-12615 + 138
Yahoo---.--.---29.20 - OAS
Deam Foods---.----10A5 - 0.18
Exxon-Mobil ..-......--.95.17+ 0.79
Ford Motor Co. ...------14.75•0.17
General Electric
+ 119
Glaxo Smith Kline -32.15 ---365.23+ IM
Amazon
Goodyear Tire & Rubber -17.23-517

Murray

Prices as of clime rd
July Pk 21113

business on

HopFed Banc* ......
IBM
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonaldsMerck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico Inc.
Pfizer, Inc. ........_
Regions Financial
Sears Holding Corp
Time Warner
S Bancorp
NellPoint. Inc
Wal-Mart

19334 - 4.45
-23.03 -0.21
.38.81 + 032
.4238 • 1.24
10017 + 0.09
47.79 + 039
11,46 • 3.%
16.35 .0.15
86.41 - 039
29.08 + 0.60
10.234438 + 0.56
.61.77 0.48
17.26 + 0.19
8610 + 0.17

NORWOOD, Mo. (AP) Authorities say a gunman
walked into a southern Missouri
church service and fired two
shots into the floor.
Wright County Sheriff Glenn
Adler tells KOLR-TV that
another round hit the ceiling
Sunday morning when churchgoers tackled the man to the
floor of First Baptist Church in
Norwood.
KOLR-TV reports that one of
the men who tackled the gunman suffered a minor shoulder

injury during the struggle. No
one else was hurt.
Adler told the station that the
gunman may have been upset
with the church but declined to
elaborate.
The gunman's name wasn't
immediately released. He is in
custody and charges are pending.
A phone message that The
Associated Press left for the
sheriff wasn't immediately
returned. ,
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AP Photo
In this undated image from C-SPAN provided by Rep. Jared
Polis holds an American flag made of hemp on
Polis,
the floor of the House of Representatives in Washington.

Some farmers seem willing
to take risk to produce hemp
By USA RATHKE
Associated Press
WAITSFIELD. Vt. (AP) Some Vermont farmers want to
plant hemp now that the state
has a law setting up rules to
grow the plant. a cousin of marijuana that's more suitable for
making sandals than getting
high.
But federal law forbids growing hemp without a permit. so
farmers could be risking the
farm if they decide to grow the
plant that the Drug Enforcement
Agency basically considers
marijuana.
Hemp and marijuana share the
same species - cannabis sativa
- but hemp has a negligible
content of THC, the psychoactive compound in marijuana.
Under federal law, all cannabis
plants fall under the marijuana
label, regardless of THC content.
To grow marijuana for industrial purposes or research, a
grower must register with the
DEA and meet specific security
requirements. such as installing
costly fencing for a field of
hemp.
A national nonprofit group is
pushing to change current law
and move regulation of hemp
farming from the DEA to the
state. In the meantime, the
group. Vote Hemp.does not recommend growing hemp while
state and federal laws conflict.
"It's literally betting the farm,"
said Tom Murphy. national outreach coordinator for the group.
Farmers who grow it. or even
conspire to grow it and import
the seeds face jail time and the
forfeiture of their land, he said.
But it's unclear how seriously
the DEA will enforce it.
Murphy said he's heard that
people have planted hemp on
leased land in Colorado.
"Now if somebody chooses to
do it as civil disobedience,
knowing full well what's going
to happen. then that's on them,"
he said.
Sp far, 19 states have passed
hemp legislation. including nine,
that allow its production.
including Kentucky. Eight states
have passed bills calling for the
study of hemp. while three
states passed bills setting up
commissions or authorizing the
study of. it. according to Vote
Hemp.
The states hope to nudge the
federal government to change
its law.
John Vitko would like to grow

hemp on his Vermont farm to
use as feed for his chickens now
that Vermont has passed a law
setting up rules to grow it. He
doesn't know where to find any
seed and knows he would be
breaking federal law if he finds
some and grows a small amount
of the plant.
With the cost of feed continually rising, he said hemp provides an economical way to feed
and provide bedding for his 100
birds, whose eggs are used in
the custard-based ice cream he
sells to restaurants and in a
dessert shop in Waitsfield.
"It's one of the few things that
are manageable for a small
farmer to handle." he said of
hemp, which doesn't require
large equipment to plant and
harvest like corn does.
"It's complete protein," he
said. "It has all their amino
acids. It's a seed which birds
like."
Hemp has been grown in the
U.S. in the past to make rope.
fabric and even the paper that
used to draft the Declaration of
Independence. The country
even launched a "Hemp for
Victory" campaign during
World War II as supplies for
other overseas fibers dwindled.
Now most hemp products in
the U.S. are imported from
Canada, China and Europe and
some farmers think the US. is
missing out on a lucrative crop.
U.S. Rep. Jared Polis of
Colorado was granted a request
to fly an American flag made of
hemp over the capitol in
Washington on the Fourth of
July. He held the flag during the
U.S. House debate in over a
hemp amendment to the farm
bill that he introduced with
Republican
Rep. Thomas
Massie of Kentucky and
Democratic
Earl
Rep.
Blumenauer of Oregon. The
measure would have allowed
colleges and universities to
grow hemp for research in states
%%here its cultivation is permitted. The amendment passed but
the farm bill failed.
"Support for our recent farm
bill amendment demonstrated
that there is growing consensus
to revisit the antiquated drug
laws that now keep U.S. farmers
from participating in the $300
million hemp retail market,"
Blumenauer said. "A hemp flag
flown over the Capitol on the
Fourth of July is a powerful
symbol of this reform movement."
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DATEBOOK
Golf scramble to be held
The Murray High Boys Basketball Golf
Scramble will be held Friday, Aug. 2, at the
Murray Country Club. Lunch and registration
begins at 11:30 a.m. Hole sponsors are being
accepted. To register or for more information,
contact Mark Stubblefield at mstubblefield4@murraystate.edu.

AP Photo
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Lovett reunion to be held

All descendants of Moses Lovett are invited
to a reunion Saturday. Aug. 10.2013, from II
Community
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Woodmen of the World
editor
Building, 330 C.C. Lowry Drive, Murray. A
potluck meal will be held at 12:30 p.m. Plates,
cups, utensils and ice will be furnished. For more information call
Gerald and Shirley Coles at 753-4661 or Joe and Janette Walker at
753-1977.
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Cemetery seeking donations
Donations for the maintenance of North Pleasant Grove Cemetery
may be sent to Margaret Nell Boyd. 84 Utterback Road, Murray,
KY 42071. Note the change of address.

Rebate day set for 'Prayers for Jana'
The radiology department of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will hold an all-day rebate day at Sirloin Stockade Monday.July 22.
benefiting "Prayers For Jana." Coupons must be presented when
ordering. The coupons are available at. the radiOlogy department. in
the endowment office of the hospital, on the "Prayers for Jana"
Facebook page, and at Sears Hometown Store of Murray.

Breast cancer support group to meet
The Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, July 23,
from 6:30-7:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness. For
more information contact Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

Photos provided

HAZEL FUNDRAISER: Members of Woodmen of the World Hazel Lodge 138 helped the Hazel Lions Club and Hazel Fire
Department with their fundraiser Wednesday, July 3, by furnishing the cookers and volunteering'their time. Some of the volunteers were Bucky Erwin, Hughes Bennett, Gerald Paschall, Gerald Ray, Rick Bennett and David Reed.

Ladies of the
LBL to host Hummingbird Festival Oaks

interpreter Carrie &med. "A
Special to the Ledger
number of hummingbirds
large
Lakes
The
Land Between
East Calloway SBDM to meet
on their journey south
here
stop
Area
Recreation
National
(LBL)
The East Calloway Elementary School will hold a Site-Based
annual to Mexico and Central America.
its
hold
will
Decision Making Council meeting Tuesday, July 23, at 10 a.m. in
Hummingbird Festival Saturday During this time, up to 200
the teachers' lounge of the school. The public is invited to attend.
and Sunday. Aug. 3-4, from 10 hummingbirds visit our feeders
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Woodlands in a single day. The festival is an
Veterans assistance available
and
Nature Station. Admission is $6 opportunity to be a part of this
Veterans and their families will be provided free counseling
benefits.
federal
and
state
for
claims
filing
in
ages 13 and up. $4 for ages awesome event."
for
assistance
Enjoy dinner surrounded by
Appointments will be available Tuesday. July 23, at the Mayfield 5-12. and free for children 4 and
VA Clinic. 1253 Paris Road. To schedule an appointment visit the
under. Highlights include hum- hummingbirds on Friday. Aug.
clinic or call 247-2455.
mingbird banding demonstra- 2. in the Woodlands Nature
tions, a nature photography pro- Station backyard. 'Ibis event is
Charity golf scramble to be held
gram.a wildlife sketching work- $20 per person and requires
The Oaks Country Club will host the Calloway County Charity
plant sale, live reservations and full deposits
Golf Scramble Thursday, Aug. 15., with a siren start at 8:30 a.m. shop, a native
local due to limited space. For cornencounters,
animal
All
golfers.
72
of
The format is a four-person scramble with a limit
wildlife experts, and activities plete informition or reservateams must pre-register by Aug. 10 at 4 p.m. For more information
lions call 924-2020.
for kids.
or to register online, visit www.callkyso.com.
Events on Saturday. Aug. 3,
in
migration
"Hummingbird
hummingbird banding
Red Cross to hold blood drive Tuesday
include
in
peak
its
at
is
area
this
An American Red Cross blood drive will be held Tuesday. July
August," said Nature Station demonstrations from 10 a.m. to
23.from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. 1620W.
Main St., Murray. Double red cell donations and regular blood
donations will be accepted. To schedule an appointment visit
www.redcrossblood.org or call 1-800-RED-CROSS.

4 p.m.; "Hummingbirds 101- at
I I a.m.. I p.m.. and 3 p.m.:
"Gardening for Hummingbirds
and Butterflies" at 12 p.m.. and
"The Art of Photography." presented by Teresa Gemeinhardt.
at 2 p.m.
Events on Sunday. Aug. 4.
include hummingbird banding
demonstrations from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.: "Hummingbirds 101" at
11 a.m., 1 p.m., and 3 p.m.:
"Hummingbird Folklore" at 12
p.m.: and a sketching workshop
presented by Lennie Fottrell
titled "Find the Wildlife Artist in
You" at 2 p.m.
For more information call
(800) LBL-7077 or (270)9242020,or visit www.lbl.org.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For more information call Sheila at 227-1723.
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Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC

The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus.332 Squire Road. Murray. Please
note the building is a non-smoking facility. For more information
call Kevin at 293-7061.

by Anitita Peeler

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St., offers Storytime
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5 years of
age. The event also includes music interaction, snacks and crafts
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 7536712 for more information.

MCCH to hold blood drive Wednesday

The Center for Health and Wellness w ill hold a blood drive
Wednesday, July 24,from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Donations will help
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Donor Center. For
more information call 762-1348.

Legion officers giving help

Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy. service officers of American
Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway County with the completion of
forms and the filing of claims with the Veterans Administration at
the Legion Post. 310 Bee Creek Dr. No appointment is necessary
and veterans are served on a first-come,first-serve basis. For more
information call Kennedy at 752-3333.
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IS IT?
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\ painful condition occurring wilco
the body's largest nerve,thc sciatic
nerve is inflamed.
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Woman's Club
MWC DEPARTMENT CHAIRS: The 2013-14 Department Chairs of the Murray
Graves, Alpha
Cindy
were recently installed at the Murray Woman's Club House. Pictured are
Department;
Garden
Morgan,
Department: Joetta H. Kelly, Creative Arts Department: Dee
Theta
McMullin.
Pat
and
Department:
Sigma
Evelyn Wallis. Kappa Department. Shelly Ragan.
coDepartment
Home
Pool,
Louise
and
Whitt
Rose
Department co-chair. Not pictured are
Harper.
Ginny
Department:
Music
Thomason.
Diana
Department;
chairs: Pat Harrington. Delta
interested in
Theta Department co-chair: and Barbara Brandon. Zeta Department. Women
email
or
753-5023
call
may
Club
Woman's
Murray
the
joining
murraywomansclub@gmail.com.

Frienr. hip Church of Christ
GOSPEL MEETING
July 25-28, 2013

HOW DOES IT FEF.I.?
Sciatica can caust a sharp,sh,owing pain di
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Speaker: Lexie Ray
Thursday -Saturday
Evenings
at 7:30 p.m.

Sunday Bible Class 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
Fellowship meal following the Morning service

Sunday Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

OWAY COUNTY

V CHIROPRACTIC
te,/ytif(2etei./
11ket(

752 6100
17101) liR;111VW 121 NORT11
1C.com
IllIIROPRACT
www.CALI,M

C.I•samover•

HAPPENINGS

You ale invited to attend the

GET:

Ethelene Darnell. hostess of
Golf.
Ladies
Oaks
the
announced the Wednesday. July
17,'golf scramble winners as
follows:
First place. won on count
back, was Ethelene Darnell.
Kitty Steele. Patsy Woodall and
Carolyn Greenfield.
Second place was Mary
Houston. Cynthia Darnall.
Melva Hatcher and Marilyn
Rossi.
On Wednesday. July 24, the
Oaks Ladies will host the 2013
Betty Shepard two-person
scramble. To sign up call Patsy
Neale at 753-2828 or visit
www.oaksgcc.com for, an entry
form. Money for entry and cart
rental is to be sent to Patsy
Neale.

For additional information call
270-753-8292 or 27u-2:3-30b9.
in

mdc, cast ot rAillf1,1%

CM 111A A. 44. Turn

tight on

1 14n tnt I to ii n\ the Nit!O

Summer is here! We like it
though. the hotter the better.
However, we have limited our time
tin the front porch to just a few minutes at a time: instead were staying
under the air conditioner. Thank
goodness knise and Mitzi have
planned all kinds ol indoor achy Ines
for us.
Mith's. Taxi Service is off and
running. Monday afternoon she was
husy on the road delivering residents
to various places to shop or visit. I
think Mitzi was frazzled hut the residents enjoyed it.

On Tuesday we attended the
Health Fair at the Weaks Center. We
got our eyes and ears checked along
with various other things. We
stocked up on free toothpaste,candy
and other freebies. Later in the afternoon. we loaded up the San and took
off to Fort Heiman. Ray Broach and
Audrey • Hendon were our tour
guides and Ray had a few stories to
tell along the way. We studied about
Fort Heiman last week so we could
understand what we were seeing.
For our evening meal, we had "room
service",so we sat back and enjoyed
the All Star Game.
Joe Roberts is continuing to keep
us busy with skip-bo and dominoes.
Sometimes we take a break and eat
our dinner and then start again.
Martha Broach taught us a new
game called Hand & Foot. I'm not
sure what that is hut it sounds like
fun.
Our employees have taken up
Zumha hut we think we'll stick to
our regular exercise and Tai Chi.
That's too much shaking and jumping for us!
We had a piano concert this week
with performances hy our very own
Waggoner.
residents. Eugene
Margaret Boyd and !rota McGregor.
We also have several residents who
sing. Jordan Conger and Hubert
Stroud to name a few We never
have to worry about getting bored
with all this talent around.
Martha Farris is our birthday gal
this week. Happy Birthday Martha
and many more'

...14 here priceless
memories are made.
54 lIterfiack Rd • Murrav kv
Phone 1270179-R700 • 1-RRA-231-5014
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$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40'; Discount 3rd Run.
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$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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Smart Sayer
Tuesday

Fn. 9 a.m.

motifled ti

Mon. 9 a.m.

victual bu•
270-

11002 p.m.

Wednesday

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
'.335 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go IMO Smart Saver 1
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•
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Wed, 12 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

Saturday

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

VISA

All ty
Ben
270-

Help Wanted

This training course is held on Saturdays for
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
job while you gain skills for a rewarding
career in the dental field.
Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at

www.smilepaducah.com

GET THIS IX1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Bundle TV and
Internet starting
at S79.98 per
month. Call

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
acovir iny rivspiansklRy
atgoev8r fr tRtir
activities.

HEY YOU!
Visit MyMurray ram for
Chamber saver Coupons
from your favorite
businesses in Murray.

ynn Grove

FOUND Chocolate lab
in Kirksey area
270-293-7290,
270-293-7593

Counter
Sales
Position
Automotive
background required
Apply at NAPA 1300 N
12th

Telephone Sales Account Managers

Skills/Qualifications:
Outgoing telephone experience in sales or customer service is a plus.
• Need to possess an assertive, enthusiastic, positive, persuasive personality
Excellent written and oral communication skills are needed with a clear.
distinct, professional phone voice and good enunciation.
Working knowledge of Microsoft Office products, especially Excel and Woro
• Good math skills will be needed in performing the job
• Must possess the ability to work in a fast-paced environment preforming
multiple tasks.
Must be capable of analyzing information, exercising good judgment and
following protocol and procedures, as well as abiding by company policies
• Good attendance, a professional appearance and a positive attitude are important

on our classified,

' 0-519-0143

Those selected will have excellent advancement
opportunities with our growing company.
We offer Competitive Base Pay PLUS
Commisions and Bonuses
Health Benefit Package after 90 Days
Unlimited Advancement Opportunity
5 day work week
Serious inquiries only; please calf
1-866-534-6174
Monday from 10am-1pm
ONLY to request an interview.
Sorry, no phone interviews.
Ask for John Stamper.

chpage at
rtrurraledger.cont.

Cliff & Laura Key

he redirected
to Johnetv..ork.com.
By default.
Murray and local josh
listing, will appear on
this wehsite.
Howewr. as a national
website. not all listing,
on the johnetwork cow
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
tr.: Times Please call
Us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray. area
joh listings Thank you
you osill

Sins Blackberries
U-pick or call Louis
((270)354-6585
to
pick for you

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!
•New Climate Control
Available
.24/7 Surveillance
*Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

Find out what's I
happening
this summer...
subscribe to the

I

1. LEDGER &TIMES .;
Home Delivery

Local Mail
iCalkistati
$35.00
$55.00 3 mo.
6 mo.
$63.00
$105.00
1 yr.
$110.00

I 3 mo.

$30.00

6 mo.
I ‘r
I

•

Rest of KY/TN
t4iricar A liuk hanrn1

$40.00
$80.00

3 mo
6 mo.

$120.00

I yr.
Check

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo
$75.00
6 mo.
$96.00 ,
1 yr.
$145.00'

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name
St. Address
City__
State _
Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call (270)753-1918

Join the Management Team with
your local Sonic Drive-In, and
success could come quickly
As a manager, you may receive
•Papid advancement opportunities
• A comprehensive benefits package
-An extensive training program
• Flexible hours/schedules
• A fun and friendly atmosphere
Do you hove energy, enthusiasm and o
track record of sales growth
creative marketing expense
management and employee
development New's the time to
get your career going

Drive-In. Hoye Up.
Apply at.
114 East 5th Street (Next to Cash Express)
Benton KY 42025
270-527-0793
email hensongroup.sdrelive.corn
www.soniedrivein.com

RESIDENTIAL

is accepting aplications for
Full-Time Daytime Help. Hiring
people that are looking to advance.
Growth opportunity for the right
people. Apply in person at:

1102 Chestnut, Murray
Position Available
FULL-TIME MECHANIC
Calloway County Schools
The Calloway County Board of Education is
currently accepting applications for a full-time
Mechanic in the Transportation Department.
Excellent wages and fringe benefits including
health insurance, life insurance, and county
retirement will be provided Wages will be commensurate with experience Interested individuals may obtain an application from the
Calloway County Board of Education at 2110
College Farm Road. Murray, KY 42071, visit
our website at WNW calloway.k12.ky.us or by
calling 270-762-7322 All applications must be
received in the board of education office no
later than Friday, August 2, 2013
The Calloway County Board is an Equal
Education and Employer Institution.

gr COMMERCIAL

753-9224

SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BIJSINESS

Livestock
United
Commodities Class ACDL & 3 years experience required 5080 St
Rh 45 S Mayfield KY
42066
(270) 247-8707

'ANTIQUES". gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

Hou.in A
to a
tn,

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved
1H yo,
,m4 km

toothy Mimed and
Tonne,'since 138b

308 South 12th

Dials Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Speeiall,t

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
(270) 753-2411 • 201 S. 3rd, Murray, KY 42071

....,

EMBROIDERY &

f -

SCREEN PRINTING

Murray

%Ars.10:6.0M.CO.1100

759-2500

75$47113
Bitim • PollaMIIN•Cch DIcome
MUrrayeyecare.com .,frislrinsray.ky re:
.:nseISJ PT Clef 'ren,IY

•Eyeglasses
•Contacts
•Eye disease

140
Want to Buy
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235 or
933-2653
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections
Small or large
270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting
refrigerator.
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.,
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

7x24' treated lumbe
porch with screws &
metal roof. $2000 in
lumber/ $600 6x14'
treated
lumber
w/
screws porch $150
270-205-2660
6.1/2 hp Murray Go'
Cart w/Roll bar. X-lent
con. $500. Call
(270) 759-9534

oi ft al 0si it
addtimuin t
under trdi
Sir's 'till li‘n
td‘i.rtp.iny,
ill

not in
persons ir
Oral all tin
it ail iblt
1114 ha.is

For turthri
I lousing
flints, oil
Rune P kl I

lea Hwy 121Bypass
Comer of 121 BYP t Norm WY

In House Embroidery & Screen Printing

Always on Time & What you Ordered
33 years of Dependable Service & Quality Products

SALE. A
ing and
nichols
or call 2

150
Articles
For Sale

Farm Equipment

Tired of paying a
monthly bill for
TV service? Call
Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
at 877-726-4077.

2005 31HP Kubota
tractor, 310HRS, front
end loader, 4WD.
5FT Bushhog. 5FT
tiller. 18FT Dovetail
trailer, slide out ramps.
$20,000.
293-7092
befor 9PM

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Matress Sets Still
in plastic, King $375.
Full $175
(270)293-4121
Firewood for Sale
545/ rick
753-6558
Mint 1953 Winchester
Model 12, 12-GA -Full,
Super speed RX-3IN,
30Inch barrel
Asking $950
978-1672
MOVING MUST SELL
Brown side-by-side
Kenmore refrigerator
$250. Midsize
Kenmore chest freezer
$150, Good extra size
washer & dryer $300.
Queen size red sofa
and chaise chair, like
new $400. Round
table wr' leaf & 4 nice
chairs $300. Youth bed
like new $75.
270-362-6128
PRO-FORM treadmill
w/ I-Fit Live Powered
by Google Maps
731-697-9551

270
Mobile Homes For Sale
2BR, & lot $11,900.00.
753-6012
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 28R no pets
753-9866

1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes, Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
2 BR1 BA
on Wells Ext
$500i month
293-0638

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

LARGE
SELECTION

I BR from $345
2BR from $375

USED APPLIANCES

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
r Equal opportunity

WARD-ELKINS
605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

Apartments For Rent
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711
340
Houses For Rent
1&2BR houses 270
753-4109
2 BR: appliances, W/D
hookup, central H&A.
$550/mo. 1 year lease,
1 month deposit. No
pets. 753-2259,
(270) 527-8174
2BR house 12mi south
of Murray. No pets
$525imo & $500/dep.
873-9013
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

c

COMInenell1Prop.

MATTRESS &
FURNITURE SALE
CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105N 3RD
753-1502

Sofa and Matching
Loveseat.
Good
Condition - Dark Green
Color
$175
(731) 336-8460

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
appointment
today
270-753-2905
NEW apartment in
Hazel.
$550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

Nice 2 BR duplex in
Lynn Grove_ 1.5 bath,
garage, large utility,
w/d,(270) 227-1743

460

2 bedro
acres,
shop,
eled P1
227-38,
2111
3,796s
3 5BA
Southw
$247,0
270-75
270-97
slac
raystat
3 BR 2
hardwo
mg. ne
applian
1700
14x16d
lot
$145,0
(270)5
Brick H
Fronta
Coldw
(615)9

Bed
Rire
BG

490

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

2BR apts for rent No
pets
Starting
at
$525/mo Call
270-705-0642
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150
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Eyecare Specialties

The Calloway County Public Library is seeking
a Technology Assistant. The successful candidate will work under the general supervision of
the Library Director/Systems Administrator, will
provide technology support for library patrons
and staff, and will prepare and teach basic
computer skills classes. This is a part-time
position 120-25 hours per week) and may
include weekend or evening duty. Rate of pay:
$16.00 per hour. Further lob details and down
loadable application only available at
www.callowaycountylibrary.orQ
No Phone Calls, please.

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters Must
have 4-years professional painting experiTo apply call
ence
753-6895 & leave voice
message No walk in
applicants accepted
FOE

Housi
All real ',la
suIrfesI

-

Employment Opportunity

NOW Hiring
MAINTENANCE. Apply
in person only. Holiday
Inn Express Hwy 641
N. Murray

Murray Le,

Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense

.it.

NICK MCCLURE OWNER

6 Temporary Farm Workers Needed, Employer.
JTW Farms. LLC - Almo, KY. Perform all duties of
Tobacco & Straw/Hay Production; including harvesting, stripping, storing, & packaging: and other
alternative work Employment Dates. 08/26/2013
- 12/15/2013. $9.80/hr. Piece Rate may be
offered Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours.
Tools provided at no cost. Free housing provided
to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when 500o of contract is met
Random drug testing may be done after hire at
the employer's expense. Contact the Kentucky
Department for Workforce Investment at
502-782-3079 and reference job order
KY0492904.

FULL and part-time
employees
wanted
Days or nights Apply in
person at Sonic in
Murray.

- PREPLANNING -

430

Avoid inflationary cost.

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE

0TH drivers. Local company leasing equipment &
drivers to national account. Late model trucks &
new trailers. Drivers must be approved by
accounts safety director. Drivers must be at least
23 years of age, no preventable accidents in the
past 3yrs, no more than 2 moving violations in the
last 12mos. & no more than 3 in the last 3yrs.
Must have 2yrs of 0TH exp. with 1yr refrigeration
No DUI, DWI, drug or alcohol convictions No
license suspension or serious moving violation in
the last 3yrs. Must pass drug screen & physical
by accounts approved physician & lab. Successful
candidate that sign & complete a 5yr contract will
receive the title to their truck upon completion of
contract as a bonus.
For more information call 270-293-3205.

Equal Opportunity Employer

Finish Line Car Wash & Detail
I

Mt.RRAY

OF MURRAY, KY

Dr. Kevin Adams

A Career Opportunity

Hard-working? Motivated?
esponsible? Enthusiastic?

When accessing the
-help wanted' section

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING

Requirements:
All applicants must complete a Four Seasons application and complete
CRC testing with minimal required scores. Applications will be accepted
at the TN Career Center at 55 Jones Bend Road Extended. Paris, TN (Old
Central School). Call 731-641-1020 in Paris to schedule an appointment
for the application and CRC testing.
The TN Dept. of Labor and Workforce Development is an equal opportunity.
employer/program; auxiliary aids and services are available upon request.

DISCLAIMER

Storage

E

BUSINESS& SERVICE DIRECTORY

Four Seasons Sales and Service, Inc. in Paris, TN will be adding to our
internal telephone sales force during the month of September. The primary job function is outgoing telephone sales. Basic duties include telephone and computer usage in servicing current customers, growing sales
by applying proper sales techniques and informing of various services
offered by the company, and obtaining new business.

Due to expanision into this area, we have
fullttme positions available. Applicants must be
sharp and have a sincere desire to work_

877-726-4077.

DOG
glendhen
(270)436410

AUSTI

060

t- Practical Dental Assistant Training
.
Registration is now open!
First class is Sept 7th

380
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Thursday
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The publisher maintains the right to reyect or ectrt any submitted matter
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Commerc
spaces at
rates con
located at
N 4th St
customer
Spaces r.
750-1500

For Rent

2 Auto Shops
Clean up/body work
Newly painted
• New heater
1 double bay'
1 single bay

MO'
ho/an
2
2005
4WD
owner
2005
Toun
drive
owner
270-7
2003
owner
milea
lion 2

1997
Luxu
V8, h
chan
miles.
tery
50

270-485-6122

40X50 shop with office
1 mile South of Murray
A/C available
293-6430
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RUN
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O.B.
979-
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Commerciauretaa
spaces at competitive
rates conveniently
located at 400 & 404
N 4th St Plenty of
customer paved parking
Spaces ranging from
750-1500sg ft can be
motified to meet individual business needs
270-752-0201

12p.m.
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et 12 p.m
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DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
Real Estate
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KY 42071
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Ordered
y Products

Murray Ledger & Limes Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate adverteed herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise am preference. limitation or di:cm-ninelion based on race, color,
sex. handicap, lamilial status or national origin. Of intention to make ant such preterences. bMitallo/N or Ji.crimmation.
State laws turbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
ot real estate based on tailors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will know Ingle accept ant
advertising kw real estate w hich
I', not in violation or the law, All
persons are herebv intormed
Iltat all dwellings advertised am
available on an equal opportunity Nisi,
For turther assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirement., contact NAA Counsel
Rene I'. Milan 17031648-10H1

EQUAL 1.1110.6
04.0.0•Tylwar

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsenterprises.net
or call 270-753-4109

Homes For Sole
LEASING
edroom Apts.
ept Section
ouchers.
Mur-Cal Apts
,rthwood Dr
onday,
.day, Friday.
759-4984.
Housing
••rtunity
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;;;;1
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,pliances, W/D
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ISTORAGE
climate control
storage
unty alarmed
ate & clean
• sell boxes'
rent U-Hauls
'53-9600

to Shops
up bed work
ly painted
w heater

2 bedroom, 2 bath, 1.5
acres, large outdoor
shop, newly remodeled. Puryear, TN 270227-3802
2111 Country Road.
3,796sq.k.,
5BR,
3.5BA, new heat/ac,
Southwest Villa. Asking
$247,000.
270-752-0524 or
270-978-2974 or email
slacewellamurraystate.edu

shop with office
South of Murray.
ailable
30

Hicks
Lawn Care
Free Estimates
270-853-3140
270-853-0300

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

•Trimming

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric,
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
wwwhillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Paving, Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONY TRAVIS

270-293-4256
CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
Free estimates
Call Kevin at
270-293-4020
Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured
Visit
kentuckytoke
remodeling.com

270-873-9916

*Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
2005 Chevy Trailblazer
4WD. 71,700mi., 1
owner, good condition.
2005 Chrysler Pacifica
Touring front wheel
drive. 132,000mi., 1
owner, good condition.
270-705-1780
2003 Cadillac Deville, 1
owner, local, high
mileage, new condition. 227-2264

1997 Lincoln Mark VIII.
Luxury sport coupe,
V8. heated seats, 6C0
changer, sunroof, 83k
miles. new tires, battery. $2500. 753-9038

Used Trucks

92 GMC Sierra. Short
wheel base step side.
RUNS GOOD - NEW
$1,600
PARTS!
0.8.0.
978-7136, 978-7008

Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance

-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

270-753-2905
DOUBLE TAKE
LANDSCAPES

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping
'Small Landscapes etc.
"Leal Removal
*Mowing 'Residential
"Edging 'Commercial
'Mulching •Insured
'Pruning "Licensed

Voted Most Reasonable!
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For all your storage convenience

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

Conceptis SudoKu

"If you've got it, we can store It

(270) 489-2839

t

Intficulty Lcsel *

1

LANDSCAPES

Answer to previous puzzle
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'Trimming Hedges •New Landscapes
*Cleaning Out Existing *Mowing *Push
Mow Newly Sodded Yards 'Suburbs &
Farming Communities "Estates

OTHER SERVICES
•Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debris Cleanup *Pressure Washing

Need References? Got 'em!

Looking for
something in
particular?

Attention!.
Ask about our
Display ad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

Try running a

"Want to Buy" ad
with us today!

Elliot Wright
Call/Text 270-978-8077
Give me a call - I'll give you a quote!

(270)978-4591
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
General Contra. 1,3

•Addititom
•Kitchens
ilathromns
*Decks
*Insurance Work
Licensed & Insured
(270) 226-5444

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Ail Shirks Hand Nailed

Greg Mansfield

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
r,urre)out Or'
,iate keep 1 iocar"

1270)293-8480

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed •Asphalt Installation
New 2-4
and insured. Free estiBedroom homes in
*Seal coating &
mates. 436-2562,
Rivet-field Estates.
striping
227-0267
SBG Real Property YOUR mowing needs.
40 yrs. experience
Professionals
Free estimates. Hector (270)759-0501
293-7872
270-227-6638

Used Cars

SUDOKU

GARLAND1
RENTALS..

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

The Floor Shop
3 BR 2 BA Brick. New Carpet re-stretch.narhardwood and tile floor- pet, ceramic, laminate,
ing, new stainless steel hardwood exterior
appliances in kitchen, decking, small remod1700 sq fl, large els, chain link fencing,
14x16deck, extra large Free Estimates
lot.
9th (270) 978-0789;
407
S
$145,000
(270) 906-8126
(270)559-6338
ML Garage Doors.
repair,
Brick Home 7.39 acres. Installation,
maintenance on doors
Frontage on Hwy 80 at
and operators.
Coldwater. 2 BR 1.5 BA
270-293-2357
(615) 971-4813

out*, bay
ingle bay
-485-6122

1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction New construction
home 8
Mobile Home repair,
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

Sudoku is a number-placsig puzzle based on a 9)(9 grid with
several gyen numbers The awl is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in true empty squares SO that each row each column and each
3g3 box contains the same nurnber only once The diticuity level
of the Concept* Sudoku increases from Monday Si Sunday

ON BEA,

I'
MINI
STORAGE

All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

rissoNin
MCCUISTON
k 00

t N (
1
Replacement and Repair

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
Industrial/Commercial/Residential
lames C.Gallimore

Obama talks up health care rebates, lower premiums
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Disputing Republican criticism
of his health care plan, President
Barack Obama said Thursday
the law is working and cutting
costs for consumers with insurance company rebates and the
promise of lower premiums.
At a White House event.
Obama drew attention to $500
million in rebates going to nearly 9 million people under a provision of the law he said is holding insurance companies more
accountable to their customers.
Insurers must spend at least 80
cents of every dollar on medical
care or quality improvement, or
refund the difference. That's the
5500 million consumers are getting in rebates averaging about
$100. For Americans who get
insurance through their work.
the rebates go to their employers
to be refunded or used to lower
premiums.
"If they're not spending your
premium dollars on health care,
they have to give you some
money back," said the president.
appearing with a group of health
care consumers in the East

Room. Obama also noted that
some states, ahead of the law's
that
requirement
most
Americans obtain health insurance, are anticipating lower premiums because of health insurance marketplaces that are being
set up under the law so consumers can comparison shop for
the coverage.
Among those states are
California, Oregon, Washington
and New York.
Obama made his pitch a day
after the Republican-controlled
House voted for the 38th time to
eliminate, cut funding or scale
back the 3-year-old law since
the GOP took control of the
House in January 2011.
Senate Republican leader
Mitch McConnell said Thursday
the free money sounds great but
won't remove the sting of new
health care taxes that will begin
costing consumers next year.
"Jacking up our constituents'
health care costs is bad enough.
but to try to then convince them
the opposite is happening - that
they've actually won some
Publishers
Clearinghouse

sweepstakes, well, it's just as
absurd as it sounds," the
Kentucky senator said on the
floor of the Senate.
Obama
dismissed
the
Republican criticism and the
efforts in the House to roll back
the law, saying he's willing to
consider Republican ideas but
that he hasn't heard any.
"What I've heard is the same
old song and dance," he said.
"We're just going to blow
through that stuff and just keep
on doing the right thing for the
American people."
Republicans say the law is
unworkable and must be
repealed, arguing it will hurt the
economy and force employers to
cut much-needed jobs. They say
proof that the law is unworkable
lies in the administration's
recent, unexpected decision to
delay for one year, until after the
2014 elections, a requirement
that businesses with 50 or more
employees provide them with
health care coverage or pay a
penalty.
The GOP-controlled House on
Wednesday passed, mostly

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,July 23,2013:
This year relationships take priority. People seek you out even more
than in the past. The potential for an unusual bond becomes possible. Friendship will be critical to making this interaction work. You
will gain tremendous insights if you access the areas of your mind
that have been blocked off until now. If you are single, it seems as if
there is always a better choice just around the comer. Do not settle.
If you are attached, the two of you often debate the pros and cons of
an issue. Remember that all fighting is about separation. Count" on
AQUARIUS for friendship.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-Aserage; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apt 19)
**** You might feel pulled in two seemingly opposite directions.
You will wonder which way would be best to go. If you can't decide,
you could do the unexpected and end up surprising yourself.
Reactions come from your immediate circle. Tonight: Where your
friends are.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** Make it OK not to be rambunctious. Sometimes it is best to pursue a leisurely pace at home. You might want to think through some
recent events. You'll gain unusual insight when you investigate further_ You will go forward with a new understanding. Tonight: Do your
thing.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
**** You will want to stop reacting for a while; instead, take an
overview of what's happening around you. Your perspective will
change as a result. How you handle several different situations could
change, and others might see a difference in you. Tonight: Let your
mind wander.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You could be wondering when you can make a statement
of importance. You'll want to share your thoughts with several different people before the actual presentation. You might opt not to do
anything at all after getting some intense feedback. Tonight: Be with
a favorite person.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others seek your feedback. Someone's statement might
cause you to reconsider a personal matter. Unexpected news also
heads in your direction. By blocking a particular way of thinking, you
could be preventing yourself from heading in a new direction.
Tonight: Follow a suggestion.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You'll approach a situation in a new way, and you'll be more
than ready for a positive change. You might wonder what is going on
with a partner. Part of the issue could be that this person continues
to be unpredictable. Tonight: Relax, and choose a favorite pastime.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your attitude could provoke an unexpected reaction. Your
playfulness will pull you in a new direction. Honor a change of pace.
You have the ability to cruise through problems with ease. Realize
that someone is making an effort to get your attention. Tonight: Stay
present.

WWWSECIAC NET

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Come from a place of understanding, and recognize that oth-

(270) 759-0890

ers might not have the same values system as you. Your ability to
read between the lines will be beneficial, but it also will be important

along party lines, two bills to
amend the law.
The House voted 264-161 to
affirm the administration's decision to delay what's known as
the employer mandate, the
requirement that businesses of a
specific size offer health care
coverage to their workers. It also
voted 251-174 to extend a similar delay to individuals who will
be required to obtain health care
coverage starting Jan. I. or face
fines.
The votes wete held to score
political points. The House
measures have no chance of
clearing the Democratic-controlled Senate and the White
House has said Obama would
veto both if they were to reach
his desk.
The goal of the health care law
is to provide coverage to nearly
50 million uninsured people and
lower skyrocketing costs, but
the public remains skeptical
about how their coverage may
be affected. The administration's
decision to delay the employer
mandate only served to fuel
more doubts.

by Jacqueline Bigar
to confirm exactly what you are seeing. Tonight: Relax at home. Do
not push.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Returning calls leads to more calls. An unexpected development with a creative venture could provoke a lot of thinking and talking. You easily could see the day fly by in an instant Think carefully
about what you plan to say to a loved one. Tonight: Flex with the
moment.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** A family member or a domestic matter once more triggers you
You might feel as if you have your hands full. If you try to focus on
other matters, you could find it difficult. Focus on what ails you first
Your productivity will increase, and you'll feel better. Tonight: Your
treat.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your ability to flex is high. Your sense of direction could
change radically because of forthcoming news, and then again
because of others' reactions. You know what needs to be handled.
Follow-through counts when dealing with a neighbor or sibling.
Tonight: Hang out.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** You might prefer to be left alone in order to work through an
issue. A financial instability could affect your sense of direction
Honor news, and make decisions once you are sure that you have all
the facts. Remain sensitive to a friend or loved one. Tonight Get
some extra zzz's.

BORN TODAY
Actor Daniel Radcliffe (1989), musician Saul Hudson aka Slash
(1965). radio host Don lmus (1940)

•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Send Us Your Photos!

•

When you submit photographs for our "Scene in
the Community" page, please include the event,
the date, place, organization or group, as well as the
name of everyone in the photograph. Only a certain
number of photographs will appear because of space.
There is no guarantee a submission will be published.
No photo over 2 months old will be accepted.

DIGITAL PHOTO&
Submit in a JPEG format to
composing@murrayledger.com
May be dropped off at the
Ledger & Times office at 1001 Whitnell Ave..
or mailed to P.O. Box 1040. Murray,KY 42071
PRINT PROM
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Beach house is no picnic
for this stressed-out wife

Joh " 201

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Pat Bogard of Murray was pictured driving his lawn tractor
while giving grandchildren Alex
Miller. Garret Wright, Sloane
Wright and Ryan Miller a ride in
a trailer.
Calloway County students
receiving academic scholarships
from the University of Kentucky
included Brent Burchett. son of
Mike and Debbie Burchett. and
Stephanie Craig, daughter of
Mary and Leonard Craig.
Holly Emery of Hazel was
named a national award winner in
science by the United States
Achievement Academy. She is
the daughter of Jeff and Rita
Emery and the granddaughter of
Brooks Gibson and Peggy Gibson
and Mr. and Mrs. E.A. Emery.
Four swimmers from Calloway
County brought home 11 medals
from the 2003 Bluegrass State
Games. They were Lauren
Simmons. Holly Oatman. Kayla
Simmons and Logan Oatman.
Other local competitors included
Danielle
Elliott,
Morgan
Williams. Tyler Spann and
Elizabeth Ballard.
Twenty years ago
Two Murray students recently
attending Eastern Kentucky
University's 58th Stephen Collins
Foster Music Camp were Karen
Fischer and Lindsay McNutt. of
Murray Middle School.
Austin Sanders placed second
and won Mr. Personality in the
Freedom Fest Pageant held June
26 at Calloway County High
School.
Pictured at the Veterans of
Foreign Wars - and Ladies
Auxiliary
Convention
at
Louisville were Carol Turley of
Murray. state president Lynda
Knight. and Marzee Whiteside of
Murray.
Recent retirees from the
University Church of Christ staff
included Mary Sue Dunn, church

.

secretary; Joyce Nelson, secretary; and Lillian Gilbert, director
of the church's clothing department.
Racer football head coach
Houston Nun and his staff prepared to begin their annual poster
drive. Staff members were Kim
Dameron. Charlie Wiles, Larry
McClain. Fred Jones. Mark
Hutson and Mike Markuson.
Thirty years ago
Local high school students
Craig Darnell, Keith Lovett and
Jim West were to be players for
the Blue Squad in the Paducah
Senior All-Star Basketball Game
to be played at Paducah
Community College on July 23.
Births reported included a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Lyndall Groves.
June 28: a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Juske. July 3; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Sims. July 7; and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Greg Wells.
July 8.
Forty years ago
Jim Walston was pictured presenting a halter to Krit
Stubblefield after Stubblefield
was awarded the showmanship
award in the FFA Jersey Division
at the Calloway County Fair.
Fifty years ago
Danny Kemp took first place
honors in the talent contest at the
Murray-Calloway County Fair as
part of a singing trio.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Love prepared to attend the National
Photographers convention at
Dallas. Texas.
Sixty years ago
Forty-three persons signed
membership cards for the Murray
Country Club. Temporary officers were Jack W. Frost Sr..
George Hart and Alfred Lindsey.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Blakely
were honored with a dinner celebration of their 75th and 71st
birthdays at the City Park on
Sunday.

DEAR ABBY: My husband
retired and we thought we were
fulfilling our lifetime dream when
we moved to the beach, but our
dream has turned into a nightmare. Our family never wanted
to visit us this often before.
When they come, no one even
brings along
so much as a
bottle
of
water.
My
grocery bill
has skyrocketed, and I'm
sick of playing the role
of cook and
maid while
they have a
wonderful
By Abigail
time.
I'm ready
Van Buren
to move back
to our hometown. At least there
I had a life besides cooking and
cleaning. My husband wants to
live here because. it's his dream.
but I can't take another year of
this. The workload is killing me.
I have been a fool for putting
up with everyone having a carefree vacation at my expense. I'm
so angry I'm ready to leave my
husband with his dream. The last
three years have been hell. When
- friends and family ask why I left.
should I tell them, or keep my
, mouth shut and build a peaceful
life by myself'? -- RUNNING FOR
MY LIFE
DEAR RUNNING: Leaving
your husband is not the solution.
Telling the individuals who are
taking advantage of your hospitality that the rules have changed
is. Set rules before guests arrive.
If it's not convenient for you to
entertain, speak up and say so
when the relatives call to say they're
coming. Make it clear that they
will be doing their own laundry.
buying their own groceries. etc.
And while you're at it. understand that the reason this has gotten out of hand is partly your
husband's fault. He's retired: he

Dear Abby

can lend a hand.
The Good Lord gave you the
gift of speech. For the sake of
your sanity and your marriage.
I'm suggesting you use it.
060041

DEAR ABBY: Seven years ago,
1 was in a relationship with a
man I thought was my soul mate.
(I'll call him Louis.) We were
together for two years and had
planned on getting married right
after college. Louis ended up breaking the engagement and six months
later married another woman. 1
was shocked and heartbroken. We
went our separate ways.
Louis contacted me recently.
He apologized for the past and
said he was out of his mind for
losing me. He also said he was
recently divorced and wants to
sec me to "catch up."
I have healed from the heartache
and moved on. but 1 am not currently in a relationship. 1 am content with my life. The problem
is. my curiosity and my heart are
tripping me up. I'm wary of falling
back in love with Louis and don't
want to reopen any old wounds.
What do you, think, Abby?
Should I meet him and see what
happens. or let the past stay where
it is? -- OVER HIM? IN NEW
YORK
DEAR OVER HIM?: Louis
may be a cad -- or he may have
become more mature in the last
seven years. Because you are curious. I think you should go. But
if he starts wooing you again, do
not get serious unless you have
had couples counseling. It's important that you clearly understand
what went wrong in your romance
the first time so it doesn't happen again.
•••••

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother.Pauline Phillips.
Write Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.

Today in History
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. July 22, the
203rd day of 2013. There are 162
Jays left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 22. 1943. American
forces led by Gen. George S. Patton captured Palermo. Sicily. during World War II.
On this date:
In 1587. an English colony
fated to vanish under mysterious
circumstances was established on
Roanoke Island off North Carolina.
In 1893, Wellesley College proBABY Et L.
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LISTEN TO THIS INTRODUCTION
I WROTE FOR THE
1771
STOCKHOLDERS

WELCOME, STOCKHOLDERS(
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE
SERVED FOLLOWING
THE MEETINS

7-22

ID LI-S.1-I NIO_'0
I HAVE A BIG Pfi'OE.LEMP
HELEN. MY BOYp'RIEND AND
I ARE EXPECTING 500N,
BUT HE 20E9(T WANT ME
cia_
TO MEET HIS :AMILY.
HAS HE
TOW YOU
WHY?

Both walking and running
offer heart protection
If you're cleared for either running or walking, choose the one
you enjoy. as you're more likely.
to stick with an exercise you like.
If you're still torn, consider these
reasons to recommend walking:
-- Injuries tend to be less frequent and less significant for walkers than runners.
-- It's generally easier to find
a place to walk than to run. A
busy sidewalk or a shopping mall
may be fine for walking but not
so good for running.
-- Walking puts less stress on
the hips, knees and feet.
On the other hand, running
can:
-- Produce a "runner's high."
-- Provide a more intense workout, which is particularly important if you have limited time to
exercise.
If you decide to walk, you'll
need to spend extra time to burn
the extra energy. Aim for at least
30 minutes of brisk walking most
days of the week. Doing just that
will bring you great health benefits, in comparison to no walking or running at all. And brisk
walking for 45 to 60 minutes
most days of the week will bring
even more benefits -- the same
benefits as a person who jogs for
25 to 30 minutes most days of
the week.
Whether you choose to walk
or run, commit to making physical activity a routine part of your
life. I've said it before and I'll
say it again: There is nothing
more powerful in protecting your
health than regular exercise. No
medicine yet invented can offer
you as much protection. You can
do more for yourself by exercising than anything we doctors can
do for you.

DEAR DOCI'OR K: My doctor wants me to start exercising
to lower my risk of heart disease. I'm considering walking or
running. Is one better than the
other for heart health?
DEAR READER: Walking and
running are equally good for heart
health. But there's an important
caveat. If you're a walker, you
have to walk
more to get the
same benefit.
That's what
researchers
found when
they followed
A3,000 runners
and
16,000
v,alkers for six
ears.
The
researchers
measured how
By
much energy
Dr. Anthony
study particiKomaroff
pants exerted
while exercising. They also kept
track of how many people developed heart disease, or heart disease risk factors such as diabetes,
high blood pressure or high cholesterol.
The study found that each calorie burned -- either by running
or walking -- resulted in a similar reduction of heart disease risk.
But overall the runners were healthier. That's because,on average,they
burned more energy than walkers. probably because they could
exercise in less time. Look at it
this way: You have to walk for
60 minutes to use the same amount
of energy as jogging for 25 minutes.,
There are advantages to both
walking and running. If you are
over 40 and have been sedentary
most of your life. I'd talk to your
doctor before beginning to run.
That's particularly true if you have
any risk factors for heart disease
and stroke -- like being a smoker, being obese, or having diabetes, high cholesterol or high
blood pressure.

Dr. Komaroff

(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions.
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

Hints From Heloise
fessor Katharine Lee Bates visit- along the Atlantic seaboard.
ed the summit of Pikes Peak.
In 1975. the House of Reprewhere she was inspired to write sentatives joined the Senate in
the original version of her poem voting to restore the American
"America the Beautiful."
citizenship of Confederate Gen.
In 1934. bank robber John Robert E. Lee.
Dillinger was shot to death by
In 1983. Samantha Smith and
federal agents outside Chicago's her parents returned home to ManBiograph Theater, where he had chester. Maine. after completing
Just seen the Clark Gable movie a Iv hirlwind tour of the Soviet
"Manhattan Melodrama."
Union,
In 1942. the Nazis began transTen years ago: Saddam Husporting Jews from the Warsaw sein's sons Odai (oh-DAY') and
Ghetto to the Treblinka concen- Qusai (ku-SAY') were killed when
tration camp. Gasoline rationing U.S. forces stormed a villa in Mosul
involving the use of coupons began (MOH'-sul), Iraq.
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HE SAYS HIS DAD 15
LAWYER WKS OVERLY
CRITICAL AND HIS MOMS
ALWAYS DISHING RELATIONSHIP
ADVICE. HE HAS A SISTER
WHO DOES EVERYTHING BY
THE 6,008. I

UM... CALLER.. WHERE
DID YOU MEET THIS GUY?
WE VE BEEN
fr ACCOUNTANTS
AT THE SAME
COMPANY FOR
YEARS.
a
.1
I"? 7

ARE you
NAY,
HELEN?

YES. SORRY..
THERE FOR A
MOMENT I
THOUGHT I WAS
GOING TO 6E A
GRANDMOTHER.

....------------,,,
Ft Fl IEL_ID(A)

FAST
FACTS
Dear
Readers:
Other uses
for
cellphones:
* Use as
a flashlight
when
the
power goes
out.
* Take a photo of pnir parking space to remember where
you parked.
* Put a shopping list on it.
* Take a photo of a recipe
in a magazine.
* Program your hotel phone
number when traveling.
— Heloise
NO SPOONING AT
RESTAURANTS?
Dear Readers: Here is this
week's SOUND OFF, about
restaurants and dining utensils:
-Is it rude to eat dinner with
a spoon? Restaurants have special salad forks, fish forks, etc.
But some don't even provide
spoons unless you request them.
In the meantime, my wife is
struggling to eat her salad, while
I try to get peas to stay on my
fork. (My diet doesn't permit
mashed potatoes. so I can't use

by
Heloise

ACROSS
1
6
10
11
13
14
15
16
18
19
22
23
24
27
28
29
30
35
36
37
38
40
42
43
44
45

them to hold the peas.) — Pete of real leather. Baking soda is
in Livingston, NJ."
helpful is so many ways. I have
Pete, 1 don't think it's "rude" compiled a pamphlet filled with
at all. You're the paying cus- all of my favorite baking-soda
tomer. so why worry? Eating hints. To order, send $5 and a
peas and some other foods with long, self-addressed, stamped(66
a spoon makes sense if it works cents) envelope to: Heloise/Bakfor you. Just ask for a spoon, ing Soda, P.O. Box 795001, San
smile and enjoy your meal. — Antonio, 7X 78279-5001. Does
Heloise
your laundry have an odor? Add
SMELLY FEET
112 cup of baking soda to the
Dear Heloise: I have a prob- rinse cycle to remove. — Heloise
lem with stinky feet during the CHIPPED POT
summer. Do you have any hints
Dear Heloise: One of my
on how to keep my feet and favorite teapots got a big chip
shoes smell-free? — Kevin in in it. I didn't want to throw it
delaware
away because it had a special
Yes. I do! Feet have a lot of meaning. I placed a small plant
tiny sweat glands, and when they in it and put it on my desk.
are shoved inside shoes all day. This could work with a teapot,
it is no wonder that they start a coffeepot. a favorite cup or
to smell. To reduce the smell, wash any nice piece that gets a chip
and dry (very important!) your or crack. — Olive in San Franfeet daily. Let your shoes "air cisco
out" at least a day or two in SLICING ONIONS
between wearings. When purDear Heloise: I have finally
chasing shoes, look for ones that found the best way to cut, slice
breathe, meaning they have mesh or dice raw onions without tears.
areas that allow air in.
Place the cutting board on your
Otherwise,spray yourfeet with range top, turn on your exhaust
an antiperspirant/deodorant, or fan to high and leave it on until
sprinkle with one of my favorites you've finished. — Linda L. in
— baking soda. You also can West Virginia
sprinkle a little baking soda in
your shoes to keep them fresh.
(c)2013 by King Features SynDo not do this on shoes made dicate Inc.
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OVC WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

SEMO,
Austin
Peay crack
WBCA
academic
top 25

Mickelson

OVC SOFTBALL

OVC Sports

Claret Jug

DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer

GULLANE, Scotland (AP)
— One of the greatest final
rounds in a major. Two of the
best shots he ever struck with a
3-wood. The third leg of the
Grand Slam.
Phil Mickelson never imagined any of this happening at the
British Open.
No wonder he never took his
hand off the base of that silver
claret jug as he talked about the
best Sunday he ever had at a
OVC Sports
major. Five shots out of the lead,
Two Ohio Valley Conference Mickelson blew past Tiger
women's basketball teams earned Woods, caught up to Lee
spots on the Women's Basketball Westwood and Masters champiCoaches Association (WBCA) on Adam Scott, and won golfs
Academic Top 25. Southeast oldest championship with the
Missouri ranks fifth in the nation lowest final round in his 80
with a 3.546 GPA while Austin majors.
With four birdies over the last
Peay comes in 18th with a 3.437
six holes, Mickelson closed with
GPA.
The WBCA Academic Top 25 a 5-under 66 for a three-shot win
annually recognizes women's over Henrik Stenson.
No longer is he mystified by
basketball teams across the nation
links golf, and he has his name
in NCAA Divisions I. II and
the NAIA,and junior/community etched in that jug to prove it.
"This is such an accomplishcolleges that carry the highest
combined grade point averages ment for me because I just never
(GPAs) inclusive of all student- knew if I'd be able to develop
athletes on their rosters for the the game to play links golf
entire season. The 2012-13 sea- effectively," Mickelson said.
son is the 18th in which the "To play the best round arguably
WBCA has produced the honor of my career, to putt better than
I've ever putted, to shoot the
rolls.
A team's GPA is calculated by round of my life ... it feels amazdividing the total number of qual- ing to win the claret jug."
ity points earned by the total
Introduced as the "champion
number of hours attempted by all golfer of the year," he held the
team members in the academic oldest trophy in golf over his
terms (semesters or quarters) that head to show it OIT to one side of
the season spans. Weighted the massive grandstand lining
grades are converted to a 4.0 the 18th green at Muirfield, and
scale. The GPAs are rounded to then the other. An hour earlier,
the nearest thousandth of a point. they gave the 43-year-old
Teams are nominated for the Mickelson the loudest ovation
honor by a WBCA-member head of the week as he walked up the
coach. A team must have a 3.000 final fairway.
• -LI
or better GPA to be nominated.
He drained an 8-foot birdie
putt and thrust his arms in the
air, hugged caddie Jim "Bones"
Mackay and whispered to him,
"I did it." After signing for the

Angie
Nicholson
introduced
as Eastern
Illinois'
softball
coach

SH
hometak
rHeEBSRITIN

email: sportsgmurrayledger.com

AP PHOTO MATT DUNHAM
Phil Mickelson of the United States holds up the Claret Jug trophy after winning the British Open Golf Championship
at Muir-field, Scotland. Sunday July 21, 2013. Mickelson shot a 5-under 66 to take the British open by three strokes,
ahead of Henrik Stenson.
lowest final round ever at 18th gave him a 72. At least he Masters
and
one
PGA great closing rounds in a major.
Muirfield. Mickelson huddled has a green jacket from the Championship — he had never
"When you birdie four of the
with his wife and three children Master to console him.
started the final round more than last six of a round any day. that's
— back from a quick holiday to
Woods,in his best- position to one shot behind.
good going," Westwood said.
Spain — for a long embrace and win a major since the crisis in
"I don't care either way how I "With a decent breeze blowing
waited for the others to finish.
his personal life, stumbled badly got this trophy — I got it," and some tough flags out there.
Westwood. who started the on his way to a 74 and was never Mickelson said. "And it just so it's obviously a pretty good
day with a two-shot lead, fell a serious challenger.
happened to be with one of the experience. When you do it in a
behind for the first time all day
"We know that he goes for best rounds of my career, which major championship,it's an even
with a bogey on the par-3 13th broke, and if that's how he was is really the way I've played my better experience."
hole and never recovered, clos- feeling and pulling it off, he's entire career. I've always tried to
But this major? Phil
ing with a 75.
got the ability to do that." Scott go out and get it. I don't want Mickelson?
Scott took the outright lead said about Mickelson. "And he's anybody to hand it to me. I want
He had only contended twice
with a 4-foot birdie on the 11th. gone and won an Open easily. logo out and get it. And-today, I in two decades at golf's oldest
and then closed as sloppily as he So every credit to him."
did."
championship. One week after
did last year when he threw
At the end of a rough-andWestwood. whose only other he won the Scottish Open in a
away the Open at Royal Lytham tumble week along the Firth of 54-hole lead in a major ended playoff on the links-styled
& St. Annes. He made four Forth. Mickelson was the only with Mickelson winning the course of Castle Stuart,
straight bogeys starting at the player under par at 3-under 283. Masters,paid tribute to Lefty for
•See'THE OPEN, 10A
13th, and a final bogey on the In his four other majors — three what will go down as one of the

GOLD CUP: UNITED STATES 5, EL SALVADOR I

US takes down El Salvador in quarterfinals
DAVID GINSBUFtG
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) — The
passes were sharp, the defense
sound and the goals plentiful.
The United States couldn't
have played much better,and the
timing could not have been more
perfect.
Clarence Goodson and Joe
Corona scored during an eightminute span of the first half, and
the U.S.cruised past El Salvador
5-1 Sunday to advance to the
semifinals of the CONCACAF
Gold Cup.
Eddie Johnson, Landon
Donovan and Mix Diskerud
added second-half goals for the

Americans. who will next play
in Dallas on Wednesday against
the winner of the HondurasCosta Rica match.
Honduras and Costa Rica met
Sunday night as part of a doubleheader before a sellout crowd
at the home stadium of the
Baltimore Ravens.
Assists aren't an official statistic in the Gold Cup, but
Donovan set up three scores in a
dazzling performance.
"I think Landon proved again
today how valuable he is and
now he can make a difference,"
coach Jurgen Klinsmann said.
"This game was important for
coaches to see who is a difference maker. Overall, we see our

CHARLESTON, Ill. —
Eastern Illinois University
Director of Athletics Barbara
Burke has announced the hiring
of Angie Nicholson as the
Panthers new softball head
coach. Nicholson will join the
EIU staff in early August.
Nicholson recently completed her seventh season as the
head coach at Cleveland State
University where she has
helped build the Vikings program into a top team in the
Horizon League. Nicholson
posted a record of 211-152 at
Cleveland State.
"We are very excited to be
able to attract and hire a sitting
NCAA Division I head coach
in Angie Nicholson to take
over our program here at
Eastern Illinois," said Burke of
the hire. "Her program at
Cleveland State has accomplished something that we
aspire to here at EIU and that is
to compete in the NCAA
Tournament.
"We look forward to Coach
Nicholson building upon the
foundation and success that
EIU softball has had over the
last several years."
JEFF ROBERSON AP Photo
"I want to thank Barbara
Burke and Eastern Illinois Cardinals starting pitcher Adam Wainwright throws durcommunity for this opportunity ing the second inning of a baseball game against the San
Diego Padres on Sunday.
II See NICHOLSON, 10A -

team clicking more and playing
better and better."
To say the least.
The U.S. has won nine
straight full internationals — a
record for the country's national
team. The Americans have also
prevailed in seven of their last
eight Gold Cup matches, the
exception being a 4-2 loss to
Mexico in 2011 final.
"We are trying to catch up
with the big teams in the world,"
Klinsmann said. "It's all .about
speed. I'm not talking about
physical speed. I'm talking about
mental speed, passing speed
with every player going both
ways.That's what we're working
to This is a process and I think

that process is coming along."
Rodolfo Zelaya scored for El
Salvador, 1-19-7 overall against
the U.S.
"Collectively, they're a very
good team," El Salvador coach
Agustin Castillo said through a
translator. "They almost play by
memory. They can find the
spaces. It almost seems like
every time they pass the ball into
a space it's going to nobody,
then somebody appears and
actually meets the ball. Good
work, good movement."
And good enough to claim a
fifth Gold Cup.
"They're going through a
very good time," Castillo said.
"They're the best team I've seen

in this tournament. They are a
candidate to win it all."
Goodson put the U.S. ahead
in the 21St minute by converting
a crossing pass from Donovan,
who gained possession near the
end line within 15 feet of the
net. It was Goodson's fifth
career goal, the second in the
Gold Cup.
Minutes later, U.S. goalkeeper Nick Rimando kicked aside a
straight-on shot by Lester
Blanco Pineda and batted away
the subsequent rebound at the
right corner of the net.
In the 29th minute, Corona
gained possession at the top of
See GOLD CUP, 10A

MLB: CARDINALS 3, PADRES 2

Waino wins 13th, Cards edge Padres
Craig has 12 hits and six RBIs
during a seven-game hitting
streak for the Cardinals, who
ST. LOUIS(AP) — Watching took two of three in both series
the top of the ninth inning from against the Padres this season.
He's a confident defender,
the dugout, St. Louis Cardinals
ace Adam Wainwright thought too, and never thought pinch hithe'd played the role of a "ner- ter Jedd Gyorko's drive with two
on and two out was going out of
vous dad."
"Like when I watch my the park.
The glove work prevented at
friends do something,I'm always
more nervous than when I do it," least an extra-base hit that would
have given the Padres the lead,
Wainwright said.
"When I watch my daughters, and preserved Edward Mujica's
even at ballet or something, I'm 28th save in 30 chances.
"Obviously, it came off the
more nervous than if I was out
bat good," Craig said. "I don't
there doing ballet."
Allen Craig's game-ending know if he hit It good enough.
leaping catch high at the left Obvfously, it wasn't enough."
with
Gyorko
agreed
field fence preserved a 3-2 victory over the San Diego Padres on Wainwright's assessment that he
just got under the ball a little. He
Sunday.
Wainwright became the first hadn't viewed a replay,and didn't
want to, either.
NL pitcher to reach 13 wins.
"No. It was a good play."
The Cardinals have won nine
of 12.The Padres have lost 19 of Gyorko said. "That's how the
24.
game goes sometimes."
R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer.

The St. Louis defense turned
three double plays behind
Wainwright(13-5), who allowed
two runs with seven strikeouts
and worked around two walks.
The Padres got the leadoff man
on base seven times but he minimized the impact.
"He got tough with guys on
base, no doubt about it," Padres
manager Bud Black said. "He's a
veteran pitcher with a lot of
know-how.
"We had good swings against
an All-Star pitcher. To a man. we
fought him. He knew it."
Yonder Alonso singled three
times with an RBI for the Padres
Eric Stults (8-8) allowed three
runs and eight hits in six innings,
stranding two runners in the second and fifth, falling short in a
bid to win three straight starts for
the first time in his career,
"This is a team where they get
See CARDS, MA
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•The Open...
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MLB
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct GB
W
Atlanta
55 43 561
Philadelphia
49 50 495 6Y2
Washington
7
48 50 490
New York
43 51 457
10
Miami
19
35 61 365
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
St Louis
59 37 615
57 39 594
2
Pittsburgh
Cinannati
55 43 561
5
Chicago
16
43 53 448
41 56 423 18%1
Milwaukee
West Division
L Pct GB
W
Arizona
51 47 520
50 47 515
Los Angeles
12
,
48 51 485 3Y7
Colorado
Francisco
San
45 52 464 5./:
San Diego
43 56 434 8/
2
1
Sunday
N Y Mets 5, Philadelphia 0
Pittsburgh 3, Cincinnati 2
L A Dodgers 9. Washington 2
Chicago White Sox 3, Atlanta 1
Milwaukee 1. MOM 0. 13 innings
St Louis 3, San Diego 2
Arizona 3 San Francisco 1
Colorado 4. Chicago Cubs 3

Monday
Pittsburgh (Morton 1-2) at Washington
(Hazen 4-10) 7 05 p m
LA Dodgers (fiyu 7-3) at Toronti.
(Jo Johnson 1-5), 7 07 p m
Atlanta (Teheran 7-5) at N Y Mets iGee
7-7) 7 10 p m
San Diego (Castiner 5-5- at Milwaukee
(Gcfzelanny 1-3). 8 10 p m
Miami (Koehier 1-5) at Colorado
(Porneranz 0-3), 8 40 p m
Chicago Cubs(Garza 6-1) at Anzona
(Skaggs 2-1) 9 40 p m
Cincinnati (Arroyo 8-7) at San Franasco
(Lincecum 5-9) 10 15 p m
Tuesday
Pittsburgh at Washington, 7 05 p.m
San Francisco at Cincinnati. 7 05 p.m .
1st game
LA Dodgers at Toronto, 7 07 p m
Atlanta at NY Mets, 7 10 p m
San Diego at Milwaikee, 8 10 p m
Philadelphia at St LOUIS,8 15 p m
Miami at Colorado, 8 40 p.m.
Chicago Cubs at Arizona, 9:40 p.m.
Cincinnati at San Franasoo, 10.15 p.m..
2nd game

•Cards...
From Page 9A
guys on base and they get in
kind of a swing mode,they want
to score quick," Stults said.
"That third inning got awaj, a little bit."
Wainwright matched his season high for walks after entering
with a NL-low 15 in 146 2-3
innings. He had only one perfect
inning but got key outs with
breaking balls and struck out
Everth Cabrera with a man on
third to end the seventh.
Wainwright is 5-2 with a 1.47
ERA against the Padres after
beating them for the second time
this season.
The first four Cardinals
reached safely in the third
capped by David Freese's tworun double when center fielder
Alexi Amarista missed a diving
catch and the ball went to the
wall.
Freese was thrown out at
third on strong relays from right
fielder Will Venable and Cabrera
and the Cardinals had just one
more runner in scoring position
the rest of the way.

Matt Carpenter opened the
third with a double off the base
of the wall in right-center for his
second straight hit and leads the
majors with 39 multi-hit games.
Cabrera led off the game with
an opposite-field double,a chopper down the third-base line that
Wainwright called a "doink
fest," and scored on Alonso's
two-out hit.
The Padres cut the deficit to a
run in the sixth on a double by
Carlos Quentin, another Alonso
hit and a double-play ball.
Notes: Thousands lined up
outside Busch Stadium several
hours before game time for Stan
Musial replica statues and a
near-sellout of 44,033 was the
Cardinals' 14th straight of
43,000 or more. ... Carpenter
leads the NL with 31 doubles....
Carlos Beltran got a day off due
to general soreness, although he
told manager Mike Matheny he
could play. ... The Cardinals
have a day off before rookie
Shelby Miller (9-6. 2.92) makes
his first start after a 12-day break
against the Phillies Tuesday.

OF MUI

From Page 9A
Mickelson was simply magical
on the back nine of a brown,
brittle Muirfield course that hasn't played this tough since 1966.
Tied for the lead, Mickelson
smashed a 3-wood onto the
green at the par-5 17th to about
25 feet for a two-putt birdie, and
finished in style with a 10-foot
birdie putt on the 18th to match
the lowest score of this championship.
"Those two 3-woods were
the two best shots of the week,
to get it on that green,"
Mickelson said. "As I was walking up to the green, that was
when I realized that this is very
much my championship in my
control. And I was getting a little emotional. I had to kind of
take a second to slow down my
walk and try to regain composure."
Mickelson figured a par on
the 18th would be tough for anyone to catch him. When the ball
dropped in the center of the cup,
he raised both arms in the air to
celebrate his fifth career major,
tying him with the likes of Seve
Ballesteros and Byron Nelson.
"Best round I've ever seen
him play," said his caddie, Jim
"Bones" Mackay.
His final surge was right
about the time Westwood and
Scott began to fold.
Scott, trying to join an exclusive list of players who have
won a green jacket and a claret
jug in the same year. made a
remarkable recovery from the
dunes right of the par-3 13th
hole, only to miss the 7-foot par
putt. He took three, putts for
bogeys on the next two holes -

Spi•n am/ By:
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from long range on the 14th,and
from 20 feet on the 15th - and
found a bunker on the next.
Westwood started to lose his
grip on the jug with bogeys on
the seventh and eighth, and failing to birdie the downwind, par5 ninth. Presented with birdie
chances early on the back nine,
his putting stroke began to look
tentative.
Westwood and Scott tied for
third with Ian Poulter, who
played a four-hole stretch in Sunder around the turn and closed
with a 67. At I-over 285,he canceled a flight home in case of a
playoff. Moments later, with
Mickelson pulling away, the
outcome was clear.
Jack Nicklaus said on
Twitter, "Phil's round was
incredible. After his bad break
on 16 and to then get up and
down showed a lot of guts. And
the two great shots at 17 ended
the tournament."
Making this even sweeter for
Mickelson is that just one month
ago he lost out on yet another
chance to win the U.S. Open,the
missing link of a career Grand
Slam. Mickelson twice made
bogey with wedge in his hand on
the back nine at Merion and had
his record sixth runner-up finish.
Woods, Nicklaus, Gary
Player, Ben Hogan and Gene
Sarazen are the only players to
win all four professional majors.
Mickelson figured it would be
the British Open that would hold
him back. Now he has the jug.
and he never took his hand off it
during his press conference.
"I think that if I'm able to win
the U.S. Open and complete the
career Grand Slam, I think that
that's the sign of the complete,

•Gold Cup"•
From Page 9A
the penalty area and used his
right foot to line a shot into the
left corner of the net for a 2-0
lead.
That drained much of the
enthusiasm from the strong contingent of blue-and-white clad
El Salvador fans.
The U.S. continued to dominate, and it took several strong
saves by Dagoberto Portillo to
keep El Salvador within striking
distance.
Momentum shifted in the
39th minute, when El Salvador's
Rodolfo Zelaya was fouled by

•Nicholson...
From Page 9A
to take over the Panthers softball program. I'm thrilled to
take over a program that has so
much support from the community and pride surrounding it."
said Nicholson. "As the softball coach at Eastern Illinois
my goal is to work to take the
program to new heights, which
includes competing for conference championships and making the NCAA Tournament."
NCAA
the
Making
Tournament and winning conference championships are
something that Nicholson has
familiarity with from her time
at Cleveland State.
She led the program to
Horizon League regular season
titles in 2008 and 2010 sandwiched around a Horizon
Tournament
League
Championship in 2009.
The 2009 tournament cham-

Murray Ledger & Times

pionship was Cleveland State's
first as a member of the
Horizon League as the team
advanced to the NCAA
Tournament for the first time
since 1997. Nicholson coached
the Vikings to tournament runner-up finishes in 2007 and
2008.
During her tenure at
Cleveland State, Nicholson
coached three Horizon League
Players of the Year and three
Pitchers of the Year.
In 2013 she coached the
Horizon League Player and
Newcomer of the Year.
Nicholson herself has been
named the Horizon League
Coach of the Year two times
(2008 & 2010).
Prior to her time at
Cleveland State, Nicholson
coached one season at Butler in
2006.
She had one season at NAIA

member

Ursuline

College

DaMarcus Beasley and converted the penalty kick to make it 2It was perhaps the lone flaw
in an otherwise lopsided match.
"The difference today was
scoring early goals," Donovan
said. "Even though they got a
questionable goal back, we still
kept going and our effort was
really good. Obviously, to score
five goals is a bonus."
Johnson added an insurance
goal with a header off a pass
from Donovan in the 60th
minute. The score came 14 seconds after Johnson entered as a
substitute.

great player," Mickelson said.
"And I'm a leg away. And it's
been a tough leg for me."
For now, Mickelson takes his
place among an elite list of winners at Muirfield, which is considered the fairest of the links on
the British Open rotation. All
but two of the Open champions
at Muirfield are in the World
Hall of Fame. Mickelson is the
only winner who already has
been inducted.
It was the 43rd win of his
PGA Tour career. The guy who
once couldn't win the big one
now has five majors in the last
nine years. This one returns him
to No. 2 in the world ranking for
the first time in nearly three
years.
Woods, meanwhile, now has
gone 17 majors without winning, and that pursuit of
Nicklaus and his benchmark of
18 majors - Woods is stuck on
14 - doesn't look any closer.
He three-putted twice in four
holes at the start of the round
and looked like just another contender on this Sunday.
He attributed his poor day to
not getting the right pace on the
greens. which he said were progressively slower.
"I felt like I was really playing well today, actually the
whole week," said Woods, who
has not broken 70 in the final
round of his last seven majors."I
really hit so many good shots
and really had control of my ball
this week. As I said, it was just
trying to get the speed,and I just
didn't get it."

Donovan converted a breakaway in the 78th minute. He is
only player in history to score in
six Gold Cup tournaments.
Six minutes later, as a sudden
rain shower began to pick up
intensity, Diskerud found the
back of the net.
Five goals, five scorers.
That's balance.
"ft seems like we've been
playing with each other for a
while," Jose Torres said. "We
move the ball well, we know
each other well - where we're
going to move. I think we're
looking good right now."

LUNCH
SPECIALS
Monday-Friday 11:00-2:00

Sandwiches
(includes one ciass#c side)
1/2 Ham & Swiss Baked Sub
$4.99
1/2 Turkey & Swiss Baked Sub
$4.99
1/2 Italian Baked Sub w/Fries
$4.99
1/2 Chicken Salad Baked Sub
$4.99
Philly Cheese Steak ...$5.99
Cheese Burger

$3.99

Grilled Chicken

$3.99

Fried Fish Sandwich .. $5.99

Pizza 'Pasta
includes small side salad)

6" One Topping Pizza
$4.99
Spaghetti w/Meat Sauce
$4.99

Salads
includes breadstio,

House Salad
Caesar Salad
Chef Salad
Chicken Salad

$6.99
$6.99
$7.99
$7.99

Tenders
(Includes one classic side)
1/2 Order Chicken Tenders
$4.99
1/2 Order Buffalo Tenders
$5..50

Check out our
NEW MENU!
SHOPPES OF MURRAY
(270) 762-0022
www.nlcksmurray,com

Make Your Reservations Now
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Individual Player - $65
Foursome - $235

Individual Ticket - $65
Table of 8 - $490
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For Reservations Call 270-809-3000 or visit CFSB Ticket Office at Murray State
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She began her coaching
career as the head coach at

2nd Annual Anniversary Sale

ENTIRE STORE
ON SALE

Sen

25 in her one season.

Thursday, August 15, 2013

We now
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G/ock First
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Discount!
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Mark Gottfried
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61" Cut
28 HP

